
T A I L O R  M A D E  S T O R Y T E L L I N G



The Big Day

WE BELIEVE IN CONNECTIONS

And something happens when you get connectied.
Something hopeful and tender and dazzling



TAKE A JOURNEY INTO THE
WONDERLAND

Throwing a wedding is a big deal. We’re here to help

you keep things simple and manage all the photography

elements from planning to session to wedding to well

past the confetti settling, so that you have an effortless,

relaxed, and super-fun time together.



WE ARE THE BEST FRIENDS OF YOUR
MEMORIES

Wedding coverage can be tailored to your needs, and as

a guideline for start time, we usually capture the final

60-90 minutes of the getting ready period. Overall, we

encourage couples to give themselves the gift of time as

you think through your day’s schedule. Whatever

amount of time you think something will take

frequently ends up doubling on the big day. Stressing

and rushing is SO NOT the best way to spend your

wedding!

Our preference is to ensure we don’t miss any priorities by

too limited/tight of a coverage schedule, so 8-10 hours is

most often the right amount of time. Plus, the most

genuinely special, tender things often happen when you least

expect them to. Missing those would be a total drag! We

really value telling the entirety of your story and capturing

all those quirky little in-between moments.



Full photographic service

- One or two Photographers

- Whole day presence 

- Authorial shooting

see details

one PH € 1800,00
two PHs € 2100,00

Books and print options

- Fine art wedding books
- thousand customizations

- Lot of materials included Leather,
wood, fabric, silk

- Printed and handmade in Italy
 

see details
 
 
 
 

starts from € 550,00

Private shooting session

- Engagement session with our

photographers

- Lot of concept and styling of your

shooting, cared by a professional stylist
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

starts from € 800,00

Your investment

https://unconventionalphotography.passgallery.com/portfolio
https://unconventionalphotography.passgallery.com/-BOOKS


@unconventionalph

"Feel free to wonder with us"

info@unconventionalphotography.it

+39 329 24 26 719

www.unconventionalphotography.it


